
Super Degreaser is a heavy duty liquid cleaner designed
especially for steam and vent hood cleaning;  however, it
also has a wide application of uses where a highly
caustic, yet thorough and penetrating product is needed.
It is ideal for stripping paint, rust, or heavy grease from
cast iron or carbon steel surfaces.  Super Degreaser also
contains special ingredients that will etch aluminum
white as well as special corrosion inhibitors for mild
corrosion protection.

Vent Hoods:  Add 1 part Vent Hood Cleaner to 4 parts
hot water (above 120F).  Apply to soiled areas
generously.  Allow product to chemically penetrate soils
for 15 minutes.  For heavy buildups, scraping may be
necessary.  For light buildups, scrubbing with a
hard-bristle broom will break up and loosen soil.  Rinse
thoroughly with hot (140F) high pressure water (1200
psi).

General Purpose Steam Cleaning:  Dilute 1 ounce of
Super Degreaser for every gallon of water for mild
cleaning.  Adjust as necessary for best results.  Safe for
use in pressure washing machines.

Paint Stripping:  Use full strength.

Wear gloves and safety glasses at all times when using.
This product is highly corrosive!

Wide application of uses.
Excellent wetting ability.
Cleans dirt and grime quickly and thoroughly.
Non-toxic.
No irritating fumes.
Biodegradable.
USDA approved.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

INSTRUCTIONS:

CUSTOMER BENEFITS:

RESEARCH
Through R&D and field testing,
KO Chemists combine creativity
with technology to bring you
products with the performance
you require.  Using our sophis-
ticated KO lab we continually test
new products, existing products,
and our manufacturing processes
for effectiveness and affordability.
When a new product meets our requirements,
it goes to a select group of end-users for real-world
evaluation.  Only after testing, evaluating, and
re-testing is a KO product ready for distribution.  We
invite you to come and be a part of a winning solution.

Attention:  Refer to our Material Safety Data Sheet
regarding hazards, personal protection, and disposal
of this product.
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